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A  R O M A N T I C  S P R I N G T I M E . 
Spring 2020 is an unpredictable time for 
the world, caused by the Coronavirus pan-
demic that has changed life as we know it. 
During this uncertain period we must look 
to find comfort and solace in all that we 
can. We’ve taken the opportunity to re-con-
nect with ourselves, with nature and to nu-
ture our souls.

Our SS20 collection and campaign has been 
a collective form of escapism for our cre-
ative team. The collection is bold, versa-
tile and expressive. Every piece has been 
carefully designed to express your indi-
viduality in a season full of uncertainty. 
We’ve sourced the finest fabrics from fami-
ly-owned fabric mills in Italy, Turkey and 
Portugal and tailored every style in our 
dedicated studios in Europe. We’ve used 
Organic Cotton, Lace, Leather, Eco Viscose 
and other fine materials to provide comfort-
able, on-trend styles in flattering shapes.

We wanted to shoot this Campaign in the 
Tabernas Desert in Spain. However, because 
of European travel restrictions we didn’t 
make it. Instead, we’ve tried to invoke the 
spirit and soul of the collection by using 
empty location stills that highlight the 
natural beauty of desert landscapes in a 
world without movement. Enjoy.



Cotton Cable Rib Jumper - Mandarin



Regent Shirt Dress - Saint and Sofia Print



D E S I G N  I N S P I R A T I O N .
The SS20 collection is bold, versatile and 
expressive. Every piece has been carefully 
designed to express your individuality in a 
season full of uncertainty.

Our London Designers have taken inspiration 
from two very different cultural references; 
geometric forms within the Op Art movement, 
and the lighter, more romantic side of 
grunge music within the early 1990’s . With 
a nod to current trends including checks, 
polka dots, tiers and lace - the look with-
in the collection has been styled with a 
soft rock edge.

Using bold monochromes, softened by touch-
es of khaki and beige, the collection is 
ramped up with hints of Hot Flame.

The collection has been developed to com-
pliment your own personality. Mix your pat-
terns, textures and create your own style 
with attitude.



Cambridge Blazer and Short Set - Black



Turn Back Tee - Saint and Sofia Print
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Southbank Skirt - Black



Lace Tank - Black
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Strand Dress - Saint and Sofia Print



College Cardigan



Cambridge Blazer and 
Short Set - Check



Cavendish Tee - Black



Carnaby Jacket and Mini Skirt Set - Spot



Polka-dot Mesh Top - Black



Knot Dress - Black



Shoes

Sizes 6- 22, Black, also available in White |   £69

Kew Tailored Short - Medieval Blue



Gathered Hem Sweatshirt - Black



M A D E  I N  E U R O P E .
When sourcing fabrics we look for three 
things; the highest quality fabrics, 
sustainably sourced and at a fair price. 
We work directly with family-owned fabric 
mills in Europe to reduce our carbon 
footprint and to cut out the middle-men. 
This way, we can deliver a better product 
and at a better price to our customers.

We’ve setup dedicated production studios in 
Europe to exclusively produce our styles, 
again saving cost and ensuring the highest 
standards of quality. Our close 
relationship with each factory means all 
materials are 100% traceable, intermediary 
costs are removed and we pay a fair price 
for our fabrics.

Our fabric choices for this season have 
priortised comfort and quality. The 
collection draws on breathable and 
light-weight materials, all sustainably 
sourced, to keep you cooler in these warmer 
months.

Following our pledge to minimise 
environmental impact, we’ve approached our 
sourcing process with a sustainable 
mindset. The cotton in our range is organic 
GOTS certified, our minimal use of synthetic 
fabrics are from recycled materials and we 
look to work with sustainably minded 
fabric types such as Tencel - a fibre made 
from eucalyptus.



Savoy Pant



Wimbledon Dress - Contrast Spot



Pin Tuck Ponte Legging - Black



Greenwich Dress - Jet Stream



Classic Rib Cami - Black


